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International Association of Youth
and Family Judges and Magistrates


Its a global organization that focuses in the Study and
Exchange of information regarding children and
youngsters in need of protection and/or in conflict with
the law and their families. The aim is to identify,
promote and publish the best practices on this field.
Info: www.aimjf.org

Objectives


Establish bonds between judges, magistrates and specialists around
the world who are related to judiciary or any other authorities
concerning youth and children's rights.



To examine the legislation designed for the protection of youth and
family.



To promote the investigation on root causes for the criminal behavior
of children.

Children´s rights, participation and
inclusion


Criminology, Psychology and Neuroscience have confirmed that the active
participation of a child in criminal procedures is key to prevent that kind of
behavior and recidivism, and for the positive inclusion of the child as a
positive part of the community. It is very well known that children are
subject to civil or penal procedures but, is his/her voice acknowledged for
his welfare and protection? Are the professionals involved properly trained
to deal with this matters?



There is a growing awareness and sufficient evidence that not having the
children's, and their voice, acknowledged in judiciary processes leads to
insatisfaction, a sense of alienation and draws them away from effective
reinsertion programs.

Justice based on Retribution
(and its FAILURE)


Traditional sentencing and punishment are based
on the retributive idea of vengeance and the re
establishment of social order.



In front of the offense, the perpetrator faces a
punishment that is similar to the damage he
caused to society.



High percentage of recidivism and low percentage
of rehabilitation show the notorious failure of this
system.

Moving from Retributive Justice to a
Restorative Justice


Definition: Restorative Justice is a justice system based on the victims
participation and the rehabilitation of the offender, working from the
acceptance of his participation in the criminal conduct and his
reconciliation with the victim and community ( Ivo Aertsen).

Two Principles:


Recognizing the importance of the community above cohesion measures.



Equality as respect to the victim and perpetrator´s human dignity.



As far as the judiciary system goes, Howard Zehr says the change comes
from changing the focus from the relationship Crime – Punishment to
Crime – Restoration.



Interpreting Restorative Justice not as an individual reconciliation, but in a
community context.

Moving from Retributive Justice to a
Restorative Justice
Characteristics:
o

Social Pacification.

o

Democratic practices.

o

Participation of extended families, social leaders, neighbors, teachers
and social workers.

o

Damage awareness and responsibility by the subjects.

o

Empowering the community, building conflict-solving and damage-repairing
capacities.



Restorative Justice gives the offender the chance to respond in front of the
victim in a responsible and positive way. Offering the chance of repairing
the damage caused to him and society.

Moving from Retributive Justice to a
Restorative Justice


Objectives:

Offender
rehabilitation

Victim Support

Crime Reduction

Improving the
Justice/Society
relationship

Reducing the
amount of cases
that get to trial

Reducing the
costs of Justice

Contributing to
Social Peace

Encouraging
Social Inclusion

Developing
social capacities
on youth

Moving from Retributive Justice to a
Restorative Justice


Needs:

o

Abandoning the Ivory Tower.

o

Participate community organizations.

o

Building worldwide networks with professionals around the world.

o

Cooperation between Universities and Investigation Institutes.

o

Stopping the expansion of penal regulations

o

Changing the conception of Penal Justice, badly recognized by society.

o

Understanding restorative practices as adequate resolution methods,
and not as alternative ones.

Strength Ideas of Restorative Justice
Justice

Apology

Human
Development

Solidarity

Community Restoration

Responsibility

Regret

Dignity

Dialogue

Models for Community and Civil
offences


Healing Circles: involving the offenders and victims referents, family
members or positive relationships to the mediation audiences, so that
they can participate in the problems solution.



Community conferences: its a wider circle, involving the communities
referents, Neighbors, Non governmental Organizations (such as sports
clubs) and professionals, so that the community members can have a
voice in the problems resolution, since it affected them all.

Healing Circles



Healing Circles: the participants seat in a circle and they can speak
when their are given the opportunity. This practice is a part of the
Criminal and Family Judiciary System.



The needs of the parts involved in the case are involved, and it looks
for the participation of the community members.



Its an integral part of the community where the participants belong.
They take part and accountability thru their teachers, mentors,
godfathers and neighbors.



Criminal Cases: the right to this process must come with the
acceptance of the responsibility by the offender, his rehabilitation and
reinsertion to society.

Moving from Retributive Justice
to a Restorative Justice


In order for this tools to work properly, the States must provide the
subjects involved with:



A safe environment for this practices to take place.



Well trained professionals, specialized in conflict resolution and mediation.



Continuous and ongoing training for this specialists. Even more in fields like
Juvenile Justice.

• During the 70´s crisis,
prisons where over
populated and had more
inmates tan all other
Scandinavian countries
together.
• Minor Crimes: mediations
take place and the
prosecutor decides to follow
up with legal actions or not.
• Mayor Crimes: the judiciary
process takes place and the
judge can have mediations
involved with it.
• Justice: restores values,
ethically correct and well
valued by society.
• Restorative justice: applied
in schools and neighbors
conflicts

Canadian Model

Finnish Model

New Zealand Model

• Taken from the Maori model,
people did not have a Word
in children conflict
resolution.
• Youngsters must assume
responsibility inside their
community; they have to
give an apology and repair
the damage they caused.
• Victims can reject the
resolution taken by the
circle.
• Use of the Healing Circles
for violence, alcoholism and
sexual offenses.
• The trauma the victim lives
is a disconnection. With the
help of the circle he can
reconnect, with mental
health services and spaces in
the community where he or
she can belong and
participate.

• Recognized as community
justice.
• Healing circles are conducted
by the community, driven
besides criminal justice
systems in order to develop an
appropriate resolution plan,
that works all the involved
parts concerns
• They look to involve victims
and their referents, the
offender and their referents,
the judiciary personnel,
prosecutors office and
defendant, police forces and
members of the community..
• Participants can speak freely in
hopes of understanding of what
happened and look for healing
the damage caused, as well as
preventing future offences.
• Very low recidivism
percentage.

Restorative Justice in Leuven, Belgium.
Central committee
- Goverment Of Leuven
- Prosecutors office
- Crime and Delinquency Program(ONG)

- Local Police
- Oikoten (ONG)
-Suggnome (ONG)

Mediation Service
8 mediators

Mediation for
Reparation
- 3 Mediators.
- District of
Leuven
Employer:
Suggnome

Mediation for
Youth
- 3 Mediators
- District de
Leuven
Employer:
City of Leuven(2)
Oikoten (1)

Police
mediation
- 1 Mediator
- District of
Leuven
Employer:
City of Leuven

Prison
Mediation
- 1 Mediator
- Leuven
Prisons
Employer:
Suggnome

Restorative Justice and
Neurosciences


One of the main problems when dealing with an offender is the lack of
empathy, meaning, not been able to understand the environment that
surrounds him, the restorative justices paradigm pretends the development of
this empathy.



The goal his to get the offender to comprehend that he must not break the
law, not because of the fear of the retribution, but for the understanding that
with that action, he is hurting another human being and the community.



Traditional Justice fails from the beginning with psychopaths, since they don't
fear the consequences and are unable to feel empathy, or the pain they
cause.

Restorative Justice and
Neurosciences


Restorative justice processes create and encourage values like
respect, responsibility and empathy in the offender, the victim and
the community.



Its been proven that, by facing the victim and looking him or her to
the eye, something changed inside the offender's brain, starting a
transformation cycle.



Daniel Reisel (in his book “Rewiring our morality”) studies the brains
of psychopaths and starts a question: rather tan locking this people
away… shouldn't we use our knowledge about brains to help their
rehabilitation?

Restorative agenda
Ideas to start


Justice must move towards a model of democratic practices that
combine the principles of formal criminal justice and its structure,
with the subjects involved and community.



Training and education of people involved with the process.



Understanding of judges, prosecutors and public defendants as peace
makers.



The need to coordinate social programs, interdisciplinary teams and
agencies of the penitentiary system. We cannot try to reinsert
someone to a society where he or her has never been part of.

Finally… Priorities


Believing in the mission of Justice as a Social Practice.



Understanding legal practice not as solitary, but in a community.



Multiply Restorative Justice programs and coordinate them.



Reach out to the community and establish local cooperative bodies.



Dare to innovate.



Understanding the victim as a part of the process, and getting them involved.



Provide legal protection and security to all the people involved.



Been responsible: ethical commitment, avoiding bureaucracy and corruption,
crating thru evaluation and reflection.

“The safest, but hardest way of avoiding
crime, its to perfect education”
Cesare Beccaria
(Of crime and punishment. year 1950).

Gracias,
Marta Pascual

